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The Ongoing Outbreak and Challenges of Novel Coronavirus
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In December 2019, a cluster of unexplained cases of pneumonia
was first reported by the Health Commission of Hubei Province,
China. Most of cases were epidemiologically linked to a seafood
and wet animal wholesale market in Wuhan, Hubei Province,
China, which was officially closed on January 1, 2020.1 As of
January 3, the national authorities in China had reported a total
of 44 patients with pneumonia to WHO. On January 8, virologists
and other public health investigators identified a new coronavirus,
now known as COVID-19, as the cause of the pneumonia clusters
and posted the genetic sequence of COVID-19 on January 12.2
The clusters of new cases among families and the infection of 16
healthcare professionals indicate human-to-human transmission
of the virus.3 Chinese public health authorities have quarantined
travel from Wuhan to limit the spread of the virus since January
23, and since then, more Chinese cities have also been isolated.
As new cases and death toll from COVID-19 in China escalate
rapidly and with COVID-19 spreading to other countries, WHO
Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus declared the
COVID-19 outbreak a public health emergency of international
concern on January 30, noting the potential spread of the virus to
countries with weak health systems. The Trump administration
announced on January 31 that it would temporarily bar foreigners
from entering the US if they had been to China within the past 14
days. Compared to prior SARS-CoV in 2003 and MERS-CoV in
2013, the ongoing outbreak of COVID-19 presents an urgent and
huge health threat since it is far more transmittable and far more
damaging economically and socially. Therefore, governments
and partners should take immediate actions in response to the
COVID-19 outbreak and bring the scientific community together
to accelerate research and innovation against the global epidemic
of COVID-19.
Coronaviruses are single-stranded positive-sense RNA viruses
and classified into four main sub-groupings, known as alpha, beta,
gamma, and delta, based on antigenic relationships and viral genetic phylogeny. The former two genera primarily infect the respiratory and gastrointestinal tract of mammals, whereas the latter
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two infect avian species. The genus Alphacoronavirus contains the
human viruses HCoV-229E, HCoV-NL63, and many other animal
viruses. The genus Betacoronavirus includes the human viruses
HCoV-OC43 and HCoV-HKU1 along with a number of animal
coronaviruses. Some coronaviruses that infect animals can evolve
to acquire efficient human transmission, making people sick and
becoming a new human coronavirus, such as SARS-CoV, MERSCoV, and now COVID-19.4 In the 2003 SARS pandemic, investigators found SARS-CoV viral RNA in both palm civets and raccoon dogs in wet markets. It is very likely that SARS-CoV was
transmitted from bats to those animals which served as intermediary reservoirs and then finally infected humans.5 MERS-CoV
is also a zoonotic virus with possible origins in bats and camels.
The ongoing outbreak of COVID-19 is associated with the Wuhan
Huanan Seafood Market where snakes, birds, marmots, pangolin,
and other small mammals were sold, suggesting animal-to-person
spread. However, as the outbreak progressed, most cases were confirmed without exposure to animal markets, and cases were identified among healthcare professionals and other contacts of patients
with COVID-19 infections, indicating either human to human
transmission or a more widespread animal source.3 COVID-19 is
highly contagious and the current epidemic has become a serious
public health threat to China as well as to other countries. It requires governments to take emergency and mandatory measures
to treat the patients, isolate the suspicious cases, protect healthcare
professionals, track the spread of the virus, and advise individuals
for public health.
So far, the source of COVID-19 has not been identified yet.
Since the sequencing of COVID-19 genome by Dr. Zhang’s group
at Fudan University was published on January 12, 44 COVID-19
sequences have been deposited in the NCBI Virus website. Genome comparison of all these strains found that they are almost
identical with >99% sequence conservation. The low variability
suggests a likely single emergence of epidemic viruses from a
common animal reservoir. The COVID-19 genome (MN908947.3)
shows similarities to Bat SARS-like coronavirus (CoVZC45) with
sequence identity of 89.12% and to Bat SARS-like coronavirus
(CoVZXC21) with sequence identity of 88.68%. However, COVID-19 is genetically distinct from the human SARS genome with
82.3% sequence identity, supporting the claim that human COVID-19 is a zoonotic virus with possible origins from bats to human.6 However, no bats were sold at the Huanan seafood market,
suggesting that another yet-to-be-identified animal acted as an intermediate to transmit the virus to humans. It is urgently requested
that researchers clarify the source of 2019-nCoV including possible intermediate animal vectors in order to end the COVID-19
spread.
Coronaviruses encode five structural proteins in their genomes.
These are the spike surface glycoprotein (S), membrane protein
(M), nucleocapsid protein (N), small envelope protein (E), and
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Hemagglutinin Esterase protein (HE). All envelope proteins and
N protein are present in all virions, but HE is only present in some
beta coronaviruses. The spike surface glycoprotein plays an essential role in engaging with the host cell receptor ACE2 and mediating fusion between the viral and host cell membranes. The alignment analysis found S protein of COVID-19 shares 97.41% of
amino acid identity with Bat coronavirus (QHR63300.1), 80.32%
with Bat SARS-like coronavirus (AVP78042.1), and 76.12% with
SARS coronavirus (PC4-137 AAV49720.1). The modeling and
subsequent reports provide strong evidence that the S protein of
COVID-19 has sufficient affinity with the SARS ACE2 receptor
to infect bronchial epithelial cells and type II pneumocytes.7 However, there is much more to learn about the association of affinity
of the ACE2 receptor with the transmissibility and pathogenesis of
COVID-19, and more investigations will need to be done to block
the virus invasion.
For SARS-CoV, the S protein is the main antigenic component
that is responsible for inducing host immune responses, neutralizing antibodies and/or protective immunity against virus infection.
S protein has therefore been selected as a major target for vaccine
development and anti-viral therapy. Such efforts include using fulllength (Novavax, Phase III) or recombinant S protein (Vaxine Pty
Ltd, Australia, Phase I) to induce effective neutralizing-antibodies
and protective immunity, RBD-ACE2 blockers to block RBDACE2 binding and S protein-mediated infection, small interfering
RNAs to reduce virus replication and/or silence S gene expression,
inactivated or live attenuated vaccine, etc.8 Although the feasibility of using the above approaches is partially limited by their low
antiviral potency, studies and clinical trials on the SARS vaccine
provide important information for designing novel strategies for
prophylaxis and therapies against emerging infections caused by
COVID-19.7 We urge the government and private industry to grant
additional funding to advance anti-coronavirus vaccines into clinical trials.
The symptoms and signs of COVID-19 infection are recently described in multiple clinical observations and include fever, cough, nasal congestion, fatigue, dyspnea, and significant
changes visible through chest X-rays and computer tomography
techniques (ground glass abnormalities, patchy consolidation, alveolar exudates, and interlobular involvement). Cases with gastrointestinal symptoms and asymptomatic infections have also
been reported recently, especially among young children.9 Statistical analysis showed that the highest incidence of COVID-19
was observed among adults older than 50 years, with the lowest
incidence in the age group younger than 20 years. Furthermore,
males experienced a higher incidence than females. The deaths
also were concentrated in male patients over 60 years of age with
severe pneumonia at diagnosis.10 It is unclear yet why some infections have no symptoms while others show severe pneumonia
and even death. More research should be conducted on the interactions among viral virulence determinants, the density and the
affinity of ACE2 receptor on cell surface, and the host’s immune
response.
Clinical treatment of infections with COVID-19 is still based
on supportive care, like oxygen therapy and fluid management,
which has proven to be very effective. Encouraging preliminary
trials indicate that infusions of blood plasma from people who
have recovered from COVID-19 could help the critically ill patients improve clinical symptoms. Although antiviral drugs have
made great progress in recent years, currently there are no therapeutic agents licensed and available for COVID-19. In theory,
some anti-SARS-CoV and anti-Ebola virus drugs in clinical trials
should have activity against COVID-19. In the current outbreak
of COVID-19, the WHO prioritized a panel of candidate thera-
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peutics, including antibodies, nucleoside analogues, and protease
inhibitors for repurposing under FDA Emergency Use Authorization. Chinese experts are considering a flexible design to offer
investigational therapeutics to those infected with COVID-19 and
evaluate the safety and efficacy of these drugs on an emergency
basis. The government and the private sectors should provide
more financial assistance for the scientific community to design or
develop novel and specific antiviral countermeasures for emerging coronaviruses.
The COVID-19 epidemic is still going on in China and is
far from over. As of February 15, China had reported more than
68,594 confirmed cases, 1,716 of which are medical professionals. The death toll from COVID-19 had risen to 1,667 with 11,272
critically ill patients. Under the transportation shutdown of Wuhan
City and severe shortages of medical resources, Chinese authorities face daunting challenges to provide appropriate medical treatment for more than 68,000 patients, protect thousands of healthcare professionals from nosocomial infection, quarantine millions
of people, and deal with the socioeconomic impacts of the epidemic. This problem requires international engagement and cooperation against possible COVID-19 global pandemic.
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